Comment on “Major
Australian-Antarctic Plate Reorganization
at Hawaiian-Emperor Bend Time”
Anahita A. Tikku1,2* and Nicholas G. Direen3,4
Whittaker et al. (Reports, 5 October 2007, p. 83) presented reconstructions for Australia and
Antarctica showing a change in relative plate motion ~53 million years ago, coincident with an
inferred major global plate reorganization. This comment addresses problematic areas in their
assumptions and the geological consequences of their reconstructions.
hittaker et al. (1) reported evidence of
major Australia-Antarctic plate reorganization between 50 and 53 million years
ago (Ma). The change in relative plate motion in
their reconstructions is based on two assumptions.
The first assumption is that the >95-million-yearold Leeuwin (Perth) fracture zone (2) offshore
western Australia (~115°E, 37°S), southeast of the
Naturaliste Plateau, is conjugate to the newly identified Perth South fracture zone, offshore Wilkes
Land, Antarctica (~110°E, 65°S). The second is
that the northwest-southeast direction of separation
implied by these fracture zones persisted between
the magnetic Quiet Zone Boundary (QZB, ~95 Ma)
and chron 24o (53 Ma). These assumptions are
open to some debate. Specifically, the identification of the seafloor spreading magnetic anomalies
and the Perth South fracture zone are both uncertain, and the new poles give rise to other geological inconsistencies.
Integrated interpretation of geophysical data
from both the Australian and Antarctic margins
indicates that the onset of breakup was complex
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and diachronous with the oldest seafloor spreading anomalies identified as chron 32y (3, 4) and
chron 33o (3) in the central sector of the AustralianAntarctic Basin, between 127 and 133°E on the
Australian margin and ~125 and 128°E on the
Antarctic margin. The Whittaker et al. (1) identification of seafloor spreading magnetic anomalies for chrons 33o, 34y, and the QZB in this
sector is at odds with these interpretations, and
any finite reconstruction poles older than chron
32y are speculative.
Colwell et al. (4) interpreted that magnetic
anomalies landward of the identifications for
chron 20o (to the west) to chron 24o (to the east)
along the Sabrina Coast Sector of the Antarctic
margin (110 to 124°E) possibly lie on transitional
continental-oceanic crust with major magmatic
components. This interpretation was based on the
same profiles as the magnetic anomalies interpreted
by (1), data collected by the Australian Government in 2001 and 2002. These results suggest that
the magnetic anomalies landward of chron 20o
in this region may not be seafloor spreading isochrons, but could be serpentinized ridges analogous
to the passive margins of Iberia and Labrador
(e.g., 5, 6), and therefore cannot be used as constraints in the derivation of finite reconstructions.
Comparing the reconstructions of Whittaker
et al. (1) and Tikku and Cande (2), we find that
the poles for chrons 20o, 21y, and 24o are statistically indistinguishable at the 95% confidence
level (Table 1); only the poles for chrons 27y and

32y differ, with those two poles being geographically very close to the 24o pole for (2) and further
to the southeast for (1). The geological consequences are very different for these two scenarios.
In the chron 32y reconstruction of (2), the
Leeuwin fracture zone is roughly aligned with
the Vincennes fracture zone (~102°E, 63°S),
which bounds the eastern margin of the Bruce
Rise offshore Antarctica, whereas it is aligned
with the Perth South fracture zone in the chron
32y reconstruction of (1). Because the Perth South
fracture zone is ~400 km east of the Vincennes
fracture zone, the Australian plate is shifted eastward by this amount in the reconstruction of (1)
with respect to (2). The geological justifications
(1) cited for this shift of Australia are threefold. First, Gaina et al. (7) recently identified
Mesozoic seafloor spreading anomalies (M2
to M9) north of the Bruce Rise thought to be
conjugate to crust formed west of the Naturaliste
Plateau on the Indian plate. Second, the shift
apparently aligns Archean-early Paleozoic terranes on the conjugate Australian and Antarctic
plates (8). Third, the reconstructions of (2) for
chrons 33o and 34y produced an overlap of
~140 km between Tasmania and Antarctica. Although these constraints could be valid, they are
not tight or definitive. Magnetic anomaly identifications north of the Bruce Rise are very noisy
and therefore speculative. Based on seismic reflection data, Stagg et al. (9) characterized this

Table 1. Finite rotations of relative motion for Australia with respect to East Antarctica.
Anomaly
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Age (Ma)

Latitude (°N)

Longitude (°E)

Rotation angle (°)

Source

20o

43

21y

46

24o

53

27y

61

32y

71

15.07
14.92
14.00
13.60
10.39
9.01
9.95
5.51
9.48
1.04

31.78
32.50
33.34
33.60
35.59
36.00
36.52
38.57
37.02
40.65

24.55
24.51
24.70
24.64
25.15
25.06
25.55
25.30
26.13
25.85

(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
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Fig. 1. Satellite-derived free-air gravity maps (14)
of (top) Broken Ridge (BR) and (bottom) Kerguelen
Plateau (KP), illuminated from N0°E and N270°E
along with regional isochrons (15). On the top, BR
(as outlined on the bottom) is reconstructed using the
finite rotation parameters of (1) and (2) for chron 32y.
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crust as being highly variable in character and
not definitely oceanic in origin. With >350 million years between the early Paleozoic and chron
32y (71 Ma), apparent net eastward shift of Australian onshore basement terranes may be partly
related to earlier events (e.g., documented Paleozoic orogenies or Pangea breakup). In addition,
the Antarctic piercing points proposed in (1) are
oversimplified with another deformed 1.69-billionyear-old basin (10) occurring west of Archean
rocks shown in (1) and ice cover, making direct
correlations speculative. Last, the amount of overlap in the reconstructions of (2) between Tasmania
and Antarctic at chron 32y, which is now taken to
be the oldest isochron (3, 4), is extremely minor.
A geological constraint appears to be violated
by moving Australia eastward (Fig. 1), suggesting that the chron 32y pole of (2) is more likely
than that of (1). Broken Ridge and Kerguelen
Plateau are conjugate rifted plateaus formed ~88
to 100 Ma (11), but in the chron 32y reconstruction of (1) the eastern end of the ridge falls
on oceanic crust dated between chrons 18y and
20o (40 to 43 Ma). The entire ridge shifts ~215
to 260 km to the east using the poles of (1)
versus those of (2). This implied amount of compression is greater than can be reconciled with
contemporaneous deformation in the Kerguelen
Plateau and Labuan Basin (12).

Finally, evidence supporting the existence
of the proposed northwest-southeast trending
Perth South fracture zone on the Antarctic plate,
presuming it is a conjugate to the Perth fracture
zone, is not demonstrably robust. Whittaker et al.
(1) suggested that the fracture zone is expressed
in the downward continued satellite-derived gravity field, but the expression in that field is weak.
Moreover, downward continuation is not a conventional technique for identifying fracture zones,
as it is prone to amplification of noise. Furthermore,
there is no observed offset in magnetic anomalies across the suggested fracture zone that
would support its presence.
In summary, we contend that the published
evidence does not support the hypothesized major change in relative plate motion between Australia and Antarctica at the Hawaiian-Emperor
bend time as argued by Whittaker et al. (1). The
data do support the hypothesis that the rate of
extension increased at chrons 24y (53 Ma), 21y
(43 Ma), and 18o (40 Ma) (13). More data are
required to verify the style of development and
age of the conjugate Cretaceous AustralianAntarctic passive margins.
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